
 

Week One: Monday 
 
Practical Life: Hand washing. 

● Objective: washing all surfaces of hands for at least 20 seconds without washing 
the soap off too soon.  

● Materials: sink, soap 
● Procedure: Take your child onto the restroom and practice proper handwashing 

for 20 seconds 
 

 
Sensorial: Pasta coloring 

● Objective: Offer different sensory experiences 
● Materials: small pasta, vinegar, food coloring, scoops and small cups for 

dumping and filling, fun sensory bin items. 
 

● Procedure: 
○ Measure 1 Cup of pasta into a container.  
○ Next, add 1 teaspoon of vinegar.  
○ Now add as much food coloring as desired  
○ Cover the container and SHAKE vigorously for a minute or two 
○ Spread on a paper towel or plate to dry in an even layer.  
○ Once the colored pasta is dry, transfer to a bin for sensory play.  

● Notes: 
○ Add sea creatures, dinosaurs, unicorns, mini-figures all make great 

additions to any sensory play activity. 
 

Language Arts: I Spy using letter sounds 
● Objective:  For the child to find initial sounds. 
● Materials: It's a good idea to use objects that the child is already familiar with. 

This is why we find model animals and everyday household objects work so well.  
● Procedure: Start with one object the child is familiar with. Place the object in front 

of the child and say "I spy with my little eye something that begins with…[fill in 
initial sound of object] ". Allow the child time to guess and name the object. 
Prompt the child if necessary and say the whole word. "I spy with my little eye 
something that starts with buh (pause) buh - nana." Ensure you clearly articulate 
your sounds. 
Use two objects that start with different letters. Ensure the letters the objects start 
with are not similar, for example, don't use 'b' and 'd' or 'd' and 'p'. For example 
try 'a' apple and 'b' banana or 'd' dog and 'c' cat. Play as above and only prompt 
your child if necessary.  

You may like to take turns with the child. Once they know how to play the game                 
they may like to be the one who says "I spy with my little eye something that                 
begins with _" and you have to be the one to guess the object. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68F4UFFM_sw&list=PLGPpdAOInOwWzNlOAxy9VtfSR2Vp_9Zc3&index=11&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvBNV6ragXc&list=PLGPpdAOInOwWzNlOAxy9VtfSR2Vp_9Zc3&index=4


 

 

 
 
 
 
Math: Counting Cheerios 

● Objective: Children will learn one to one ratio.  
●  Materials: Number cards, Cheerios, Small Containers 
● Procedure: Starting with number 1, place 1 Cheerio under the number.  Move on 

to number 2 and so on.  If your child is overwhelmed with numbers 1-9, only use 
1-3 at first. 

● Note: A fun snack is waiting when you’re done! 
 

 
Science: Exploring secondary colors 

● Objective: Children will learn that mixing primary colors creates secondary colors. 
● Materials: Any paint in you have in your home, clear cups or jars, something to 

mix with 
● Procedure: Starting with just the primary colors –  red, blue, and yellow. For the 

first bit of mixing colors , introducing the “primary colors” as really important colors 
– they make every other color. Let's see what happens when we mix colors. 
What do you predict will happen when red and yellow are mixed together?  Mix 
the colors together and show the child what they made! Continue with other color 
combinations. 

 
● Note: Feel free to paint with the colors afterward! 

 
Week One: Tuesday 
 
Practical Life: sweeping or mopping 

● Objective: Direct: to learn the movements needed to manipulate a broom, 
managing one’s body, the broom, and the spilled material all at the same time. 
Indirect: coordination, independence, and concentration. 
 

● Materials:  broom  or mop, small dustpan and hand brush , a jar of loose material 
to sweep such as confetti or pom poms, removable tape to mark off an area on a 
hard floor (like washi tape), water on the floor for mopping. 
 

● Procedure: 1. Bring the jar of loose material to the taped–off area. Say, “We’re 
going to sweep into this square.” (The taped–off the square is large enough for 
the head of the broom). 2. Sprinkle some loose material around the square.  3. 
Retrieve the child-sized broom. Say, “Watch while I sweep it all up.” 4. Sweep the 
loose material into the square, going all the way around the square. Shake the 
broom over the square and ask, “Did I miss any?” 5. Return the broom and 

https://busytoddler.com/2016/04/colorful-fizz-simple-toddler-science/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ0tTWb8Z2g&list=PLGPpdAOInOwWzNlOAxy9VtfSR2Vp_9Zc3&index=8
http://shrsl.com/?~886a
http://shrsl.com/?~886c


 

retrieve the dustpan and hand brush. 6. On your knees, sweep the material into 
the dustpan. 7. Carry the dustpan with the brush across the front such that the 
material will not slide out. Brush the material out into a wastebasket.  8. Invite the 
child to try. 
 

● Note: Dr. Montessori viewed development as gaining successive levels of 
independence. She was famous for saying things like “Any unnecessary help 
given to a child is a hindrance to development.” She tells us that from birth, 
physical and intellectual independence is the child’s primary aim. 

 
Sensorial: Sorting Objects 

● Objective: the child will understand that things are alike and different as well as 
that they can belong and be organized into certain groups. 

● Materials: objects from around the home like toy cars, puzzle pieces, stuffed 
animals, etc., containers. 

● Procedure: Help the child sort the objects into groups by color, size, category, 
height, length 
 

 
Language Arts: Review Alphabet Letter/Number 
● Materials: alphabet songs, alphabet cards, alphabet books... 
● Procedure: When giving these lessons, Montessori guides present no more than 

three-letter sounds at a time. There is no specified order of introduction, other than 
making sure that the letters don’t look and/or sound alike. One example of a 
presentation order is: 

● First set: c  m a t 
● Second set: s  r i p 
● Third set: b  f o g 
● Fourth set: h  j u l 
● Fifth set: d  w e n 
● Sixth set: k  q v x y z 
● Some Montessorians first introduce the first letter of the child’s name as a 

point of interest. 
 
Math: Recognizing Numbers 

● Objective: Recognizing Numbers 
● Materials: paper, small manipulatives, markers 
● Procedure: Draw large circles on a piece of paper.  When you call out a number, 

your child will place that many manipulatives in the circle. 
 
Science: Sorting plastics and metals 

● Objective: children understand the different characteristics of plastic versus metal 
and can organize them into certain groups. 

● Materials: Different metal and plastic objects, two containers to separate the 
objects. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6fxzLG1Mp4YkwSl-KdkDKB7Q_adMF_7/view?usp=sharing


 

● Procedure: explain the different characteristics of both materials such as 
temperature, colors, sounds, textures, among other, and allow your child to 
experience each characteristic.  Then demonstrate how to sort them. 
 

● Note:  You can then take the materials to the recycle bin if they’re applicable. 
 
Week One: Wednesday 
 
Practical Life: Spreading jelly on bread 

● Objective: This simple activity of spreading jam hones their fine motor skills as 
they learn to rotate their wrist and spread the jam with precision. Also, it trains 
their independence which builds up their self-esteem and sense of self-efficiency.  

● Materials : butter knife, plate, jelly, bread 
● Procedure: 1. Wash hands. 2. Demonstrate to your child how to scoop jelly from 

the jar and spread it on the bread.  3. Allow your child to try himself. 
● Note:  The child can eat the snack when they’re finished! 

 
Sensorial: Mystery bag 

● Objective: To seasonally find objects in a bag without using your eyes. 
● Materials: Small objects, cloth bag 
● Procedure: The purpose is to select an object inside the bag, feel the object, and 

name the object. The child will then bring out the object and place it on the table, 
ascertaining whether or not they’ve correctly identified the object. 

● Note: Montessori believed that children learn through their senses. The Mystery 
Bag is one of the many activities designed to help refine a child’s senses, which 
ultimately, is how they come to develop an understanding of the world. 

 
Language Arts: Recognizing letters cards 

● Objective: Recognizing your  Letters 
● Materials: Letter cards 
● Procedure: Use your letter card to go over the sounds of the alphabet.  
● Note:Only use two or three letters at a time.  

 
 
Math: Count the number of slices in orange 

● Objective: Begin to understand numbers and counting. 
● Materials: orange, plate 
● Procedure: wash your hands before starting, show how to peel the orange and 

then encourage your child to peel. Separate the parts of the orange while 
counting them together. 

● Note: Another snack to enjoy! 
 

 
 
 



 

Science: Nature Walk 
● Objective: To discover the world around us. 
● Materials: a bag to collect items in 
● Procedure: Go for a walk with your child and ask them to tell you what they see, 

hear, smell or feel. Encourage them to feel the texture of rocks, barks of trees, 
and dried up leaves and to collect what they find interesting. 
 

 
Week One: Thursday 
 
Practical Life: Self-care skills 

● Objective: to dress oneself 
● Materials:  different clothing. 
● Procedure: Show your child how to dress and undress on his own with as little 

help as possible. I Start with simple clothing such as a pair of pants or socks. At 
first, they will probably need help, but as the days go by, you can decrease the 
help until they achieve independence. 
 

 
Sensorial:  Fabric Tactile Discrimination 

● Objective: to discriminate different textures 
● Materials: different fabric materials. 
● Procedure: offer and allow the child to explore the different materials, briefly 

explain the characteristics, differences, and names of each material. Finally, you 
can ask some questions about the materials. 
 
 

 
Language Arts:  Read Books and ask questions. 

● Objective: To understand a story 
● Materials: books 
● Procedure: Read your child a favorite book and ask what happens to the 

characters or what their favorite parts of the book are. 
 

 
Math:  Count the cotton balls 

● Objective: number recognition and one to one ratio 
●  Materials: number cards, cotton balls 
● Procedure: Starting with number 1, place 1 Cotton under the number.  Move on 

to number 2 and so on.  If your child is overwhelmed with numbers 1-9, only use 
1-3 at first. 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
Science: Living and non-living things 

● Objective: To help the children sort and classify, to show the children the 
difference between living and non-living things. 

● Materials: A set of objects LIVING (wild animals, domestic animals, plants, 
humans, etc.) And NON-LIVING (bicycle, wall, rock, etc.) things.  

● Procedure: 
● Discuss the fact that living things: eat, move, reproduce, breathe and 

grow. 
● Show the child one picture at a time, and ask the child if they think the 

picture or object is of a living or non-living thing. 

Week One: Friday 
 
Practical Life: Washing the table 

● Objective: the child will independently wash a table and care for their 
environment. 

● Materials: bucket, soap, water, sponge, cloth 
● Procedure: put soap and water in the bucket, give child sponge, let them put it in 

the soapy water and squeeze the water out of the sponge.  Show how to wipe 
the table clean and use a paper towel or cloth to dry the table off afterward. 

 
 
Sensorial: Smelling Fruits 

● Objective: Refinement of the olfactory sense, to develop consciousness of odors. 
● Materials: Different fruit you have at home 
● Procedure: Demonstrate to your child how to smell each fruit appropriately and 

then remember the name of that fruit so that he can identify the name and match 
it to each aroma. Then you can ask him to close his eyes and just by smelling the 
fruit. 

● Note: 
 
Language Arts: Letters of your child's name 

● Objective: learn to identify and recognize the letters in their name 
● Materials: paper and pencils or markers 
● Procedure: write one to one of the letters while pronouncing them then you can 

ask your child to repeat them, you can also ask him what letter is pointing it 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFl_oaqoHyE&list=PLGPpdAOInOwWzNlOAxy9VtfSR2Vp_9Zc3&index=9


 

 
 
 
Math: Match two sets of number card 
 

● Objective: Number matching 
● Materials: Two sets of number cards 
● Procedure: Place number cards on a rug and allow your child to match the 

numbers 
 
 

 
Science: Plant seed 

● Objective: 
●  children have a better connection with the earth 
● they develop patience as they wait for the seeds to grow 
● they gain responsibility as they take care of the plants 
● they learn about the growth process 

● Materials: 
● Provided jar with soil, seed, water 

● Procedure: with the jar of soil and seed provided, help your child push the seed 
into the soil and place it in an area with sun.  Check on the seed periodically and 
water it daily.  
 
 

Week Three: Monday 
Practical Life: Handwashing 

● Objective: Handwashing  
● Materials: Sink & soap  
● Procedure: Take your child into the restroom and practice proper handwashing 

for 30 seconds 
 

Sensorial: Moon sand  
● Objective: Moon sand texture 
● Materials: Moon sand 
● Procedure: Allow your child to explore the unique texture of moon sand 
● Notes: Use the moon sand you made from the science section 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68F4UFFM_sw&list=PLGPpdAOInOwWzNlOAxy9VtfSR2Vp_9Zc3&index=10


 

 
Language Art: Letter sound 

● Objective: Letteretter sounds 
● Procedure: Play I Spy game with your child saying “ I spy something starts with 

“Ah” (sound of the letter A) 
● Notes: Your child should find something that starts with that sound Ex: Apple 

 
 
Maths: Counting cheerios 

● Objective: Counting 
● Material: Cheerios  
● Procedure: Place a hand full of cheerios on a tray and allow your child to count 

them. 
 

Science: Making moon sand 
● Objective: Moon sand 
● Materials: Flour and baby oil 
● Procedure: Moon Sand  

 
 

Week Three: Tuesday 
Practical Life: Slicing fruits 

● Objective: Slicing  
● Materials: Banana, tray, butter knife 
● Procedure: Offer your child a peeled banana, and allow them to make slices 
● Note: Make them wash their hands before preparing,  

 
Sensorial: Stacking cheerios 

● Objective: Stacking cheerios 
● Materials: Playdough, spaghetti stick, cheerios 
● Procedure: Keep the dough as a base, place one spaghetti stick on it. Give your 

child a bowl of cheerios. Let them loop the cheerios into the spaghetti one by 
one. 
 

Language Arts:  Puppets Game  
● Objective: Puppets Game 
● Material: if you have puppets you can use them or instead use dolls 
● Procedure: create imaginary stories for your children oh and don't forget to use 

different tones of voice that will catch your attention. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SPdLPGU5pM


 

 
Math: Zero game 

● Objective: Zero game 
● Procedure: Ask your child to hop one foot 5 times and then ask to hop one foot 

Zero times. Or ask your child to put 6 oranges into your shopping basket and ask 
your child to put zero oranges to the basket. You can use this opportunity to 
discuss with your child that zero means nothing. 
 

Science: liquid and solid 
● Objective: learned about liquid and solid 
● Procedure: show your child how water turns into ice inside the fridge and then 

compare the water to the ice 
 
Week Three: Wednesday 
Practical Life: Zipping 

● Objective: Zip up you coat  
● Materials: Child’s coat 
● Procedure: Zipping Coats  Make them wear their coats and practice zipping up. 

Here is the link to show you how we do at school. 
 
Sensorial: 

● Objective: Warm Vs. Cold 
● Materials: Two water bottles 
● Procedure: Fill one bottle with hot water and the other with ice-cold water. 
● Note: Please make sure the hot water is at the appropriate temperature for 

children and seal the bottle. 
 
Language Arts: 

● Objectives: Opposites 
● Procedure: Discuss opposites with your child 
● Note: Big-Small, Tall-Short, Thick-Thin, etc. 

 
Math 

● Objectives: Sorting by size 
● Materials: Different size of pompoms, 3 cups 
● Procedure: Offer your child different sizes of pompoms and help them sort it by 

small, medium and large. 
● Observe your child sorting on their own. 
● Notes: You can also use buttons. 



 

 
Science: 

● Objective: Naming continents 
● Materials: Teach your child names of the continents 
● Note: Attached a link of the song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUaRSG6a3JU 
 

 
Week Three: Thursday 
Practical life: 

● Objective: Brushing teeth 
● Materials: Toothpaste, Toothbrush,Sink 
● Procedure: Practice brushing teeth and tongue with your child  
● Note: Communicate with your child how important brushing your teeth is. 

 
Sensorial: 

● Objectives: Playdough shapes 
● Materials: Playdough, Shape cookie cutters 
● Procedure: Offer your child the play dough and cookie cutters on a tray., And 

allow them to make shapes out of it 
● Note: They can also make geometric shapes like sphere, cylinder, cone,  

 
Language Arts: 

● Objective: Alphabet matching 
● Materials: Two sets of alphabet cards 
● Procedure: Place both sets of cards on a rug and allow your child to find the 

matching alphabets 
 
Math: 

● Objective: Number matching 
● Materials: Two sets of number cards 
● Procedure: Place number cards on a rug and allow your child to match the 

numbers 
 
Science:  

● Objective: Magnetic and non-magnetic 
● Materials: A group of magnetic, non-magnetic materials and a magnet 
● Procedure: Give your child a magnet and ask them to touch each object to see 

which attracts the magnet and which does not.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUaRSG6a3JU


 

 
Week three: Friday 
Practical Life: 

● Objective: Folding socks 
● Materials: Three pairs of socks 
● Procedure: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZbV-_OFqq8 

Sensorial: 
● Objective: Sorting colors using a crayon 
● Material: Crayons, tray 
● Procedure: Offer your child different colors of crayons on a tray and allow your 

child to sort by colors. 
 
Language Arts: 

● Objective: Letters in your child name 
● Procedure: Review the letters in your child's name. 
● Note: Can also count how many letters they have in their name 

 
Math 

● Objective: Rolling the die 
● Materials: Die 
● Procedure: Roll the die on the rug and ask your child to count the number of dots 

it has on top. 
 
 
Science 

● Objective: Swim Vs. Fly 
● Procedure: Name different animals or insects and ask your child which one 

swims and which one flies. 
● Notes: Ex- Does ladybugs fly or swim 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZbV-_OFqq8

